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ABSTRACT 

The average polarization of the I: produced in the reaction 

- b 
has been measured between center-of-mass angles 134 

and 166° for an incident momentum of 1145 MeV/c. A polarized 

proton, target was used and the I: polarization was found by measur-

ing the difference in the production-rate of K+ mesons for protons 

polarized along the production-plane normal and against it. Spark 

chambers were used to record the n and K+ trajectories, and the 
'' 

n momentvm was obtained from a magnetic spectrometer while the K+ 

momentt1!ll vras obtained from a range telescope. Each· event was kinemat-

ically reconstructed in a one constraint fit to help eliminate events 

produced from protons bound in heavy nuclei of the target. The I:

polarization was found to.be -0.36 ± 0.46 . 

Work done·under the auspices of the U.s·. Atomic Energy Commission. 
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I • IHTRODUC'I'ION 

Mear.urernents of' the polarization of the 'L.- in the reaction 

(1) 

are of current interest as much for the value they have in interpreting 

other experiments as fOr the light they shed on the reaction itself. 

Perhaps the major impetus for studying polarization in reaction (1) is 

that it i-TOuld be helpful in an experiment making a further check of 

the Ca.bibbo theory of veak interactions .1 In the decay 

L,'-7n+e +v (2) 

the electron distribution relative to the 'L.- polarization direction 

is predicted by this theory, but for this particular correlation to 

serve as a test, the L,- polarization must be nonzero and if the 

polarization is not large its magnitude must be known. There are 

other correlations vThich do not involve the 'L.- polarization, for 

example those involving the neutron polarization, but experimental 

difficulties make them difficult to measure. Because of the small 

.branching ratio for decay process (2) (1.3 X 10-3), an abundant source 

of polarized L,- is needed vhich could be supplied by reaction (1) if 

the L,- hyperons were highly polarized. 

· Another experiment in which an abundant source of highly polarized 

L.- would be helpful is the measurement of the decay parameters in 

To measure all of the decay parameters it is necessary to measure 

the polarization of the decay neutron from polarized 'L.-. If the 'L.-

produced in reaction (l) is polarized, it is possible to measure both 

.. ,·. 
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from studies of the L,- up-dm·m decay asyr:n.n1et:r.y alld the, lJOlB.:r..iza.tion of 

the decay neutron, but any e..ddi tj onal information knmm abm.lt the 

polarization from other experiment-s a:Lds in extre..cting more accurate 

values of the decay parameters. 

Finally, lmovledge of the L.,- polarization in reaction (1) makes 

possible a further check of charge independence in this reaction and 

the reactions 

(4) 

and 

+ + + 
1t +p~L., +K .• (5) 

Charge independence can be used to derive a set of triangle inequalities 

-vrhich put limits on the hyperon polarization in any of the three reactions, 

given the hyperon polarization in·one of the others and the differential 

cross section~ for all three. 2 Tne inequalities can be evaluated at any 

particular angle or for averages over a range of angles. These predicted 

limits can then be checked against experimental values. 

At present very little work has been done on L.,- polarization in 

reaction (1) because of the difficulty in measuring it. This diffi-

. - + culty stems from the fact that the L, , unlike the I\ or L, , does not 

reveal j .. ts polarization through decay modes in •rhich the· decay nucleon 

is correlated with the original hyperon spin. Over 99% of all L.,-

decay as L.,- ·~ n + 1t- but the decay is almost isotropic even if the L

is completely poJ~arized-.3' 4 

Several methods do exist for measuring the L.,- polarization 

,, 
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al thou_gh they are n1ore c1ifficult tha11 tl1e up-d.o•vJ:.rl B~syrnrnetry rnethod· ~. 

One method req_uires measurement of the polarization of the decay neutron 

in proc':ss (3) and relates this to the polarization of the hyper-on 

and to the vleak interaction decay parameters.5 T'nis is a diffj_cult 

experiment to do because it is necessary to see the scattering of a 

significant number of the decay neutrons in order to find their 

polarization. Another method req_uires·measurement of the decay 

+ asymmetry of ~ hyperons produced in the reaction 

+ + 0 
~ + D ~ ~ + K + (p) 

and invokes charge symmetry to eq_uate the polarization of the L:+ 

to L:- polarization in ~ + + p -> L:- + K • In addition to charge 

(6) 

symmetry, this method depends on the validity of the impulse approxi-

mation for neglecting effects of the spectator proton. Nussbaum 

6 
et §.1_. have measured the average polarization in reaction (6) at an 

i~cident pion momentum of 1192 MeV/c and found it to be -0.52 ± 0.41 

for the average over all angles. 'lbey have also verified the validity 

- + 
of the impulse approximation inasmuch as the decay asymmetry of the L: 

+ + + produced in the~ + D ~L: + K + (n) was found to be similar to the 

+ + + + 
decay as~~etry of ~ produced in ~ + p -> ~ + K • A third method 

assumes the validity of the principle of charge independence and 

uses the triangle ineq_ualities mentioned to put llmits on the L:- polari-

zation, but usually_ the limits are not very restrictive. Using this 

met_hod. Doyle ~j:, ?-1. 7 find aP~-( cos e) = B
0 

sin e + Bl sin e cos e -vri th 

B
0 

= 1 ± 10 !J.b/sr_and B1 = -18 ± 25 !J.b/sr for reaction (1) at an 

incident pion momentum of.ll70 NeV/c. A fourth method the method 



used in thj_s experiment -·- produces the hyperons from ini tiaJ.ly 

polarized protons G.nd measures the ratio. of production cros.s sections 

for the case of target protons polarized along the normal to the 

production plane (Krc X KI:), and for the case against the nonral. 

Details of the experimental method are discussed in the next section. · 

. . 

-~ 
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II. EXPERTI.<ffi.N'l'AL :t-1ETHOD 

A. Gene!'al l'-1ethod 

According to the Hell-lmot,m formalism 8 the transition matrj_x for 

reaction ( 1) can be lvri tten as 

M = g(e) + h(e) 0 

and the initial density matrix as 

2 

pi =I PIJ- XIJ-

!J-=l 
X 

" . n 

+ 
IJ-

(7) 

' 
(8) 

where x is a spinor representing the spin state of the proton, P, 
. IJ- ,... 

is the relative probability for the proton to be in state x , 
IJ-

n = 1( . X K" is the normal to the production plane, 0 is a vector vrhose 
. :rr "-' 

components are the Pauli spin matrices, and h(B)_and g(e) are functions 

of the production angle and energy. Equation (7) takes the relative 

intrinsic parity of the KL system to be the same as that of the :rrp 

9,-lC system in accordance with the results of several groups of experimenters. . 

The choice of the direction of the normal to the production plane is 

the one most frequently used in the literature. To be specific, the 

z· axis is taken as the axis of q_uantization and n is along z.. The 

final density matrix is given by 

pf =M pi M+ 
' 

(9) 

the cross section by 
Trpf 

If(e) = Trp .. ' ~ 

(10) 

-and the. polarization of the L: by 

Pr:(e) 
Trpfcrz 

= Trpf 
(11) 
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In the case of scattering from an u:npolarized ta.rget the initial 

density matrix is 

- ( J,-/2 
pi - \ 0 

0 \ 
1/2 f 

. I 

vhich -vrhen used \ri th equations ( 7) through (11) yields the reaction 

differential cross section 

(12) 

and the ~- polarization) 

* = 2Re h g 

jgj 2+1hl 2 (13) 

In the case of scattering from a polarized proton target with the 

protons fully polarized in the +'Z direction the initial density matrix is 

and the cross section found in a similar manner is 

(14) 

vlhen the protons are fu.lly polarized in the -z direction the initial 

density matrix is 

~ ) 
and the cross section is found to be 

I-(e) = I0(e)(l - P~(e)). (15) 

Combining equations (14) and (15) .gives 

I+(e) I-(9) 
= -~!-----"--!.. 

r+(e) + r-(e) 
(16) 

or in the case the target is only partially polarized by a fraction PT 

If'.,' 

.•. 
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I+ ( e ) - _.!_- ( e )_ 
I+(e) + I-(e) 

(17) 

Here the degree of .target polarization has been a,ssumed to be the saxne 

for protons polarized along the normal and against it, an assumption 

vrhich is responsible for the simple form of eq_uation (17) and 1;.rhich is 

vrell satisfied in this experiment. From eq_uation (17) it can be seen 

that the polarization parameter can be measured by measuring the asymmetry 

in the production of ~- hyperons produced from a polarized target as 
\ . 

the target is polarized first along the normal and then against it. 

In the particular target used in this experiment only 3% by 

·vreight of the target constituted free hydrogen and therefore r.· 

hyperons ,.,ere produced from protons bound in heavy nuclei in the target 

as well as from free protons. A large percentage of these q_uasi-

elastic events can be eliminated by reconstructing each event kine-

matically and discarding those events vrhere a large momentUJn (Fermi 

.momentum) of the initial proton is indicated. Kinematic variables 

measured in this experiment are the momenta of the incoming rt-(k -) 
rt 

+(,.-, ) -and the outgoing K kK+ j the 6 is not measured because it usually 

decays before reaching the spark chamber vrhich could detect it. 

+ Hmvever, it is very probable that most of the detected K correspond 

+ to the production of a 6-, since for a tvro body final state, A, 6 

or 6° production by a rt- incide~t on a nucleon is forbidden by charge 

conservationj and if an extra particle is produced, not only is the 
and 

. cross. section· smaller, but. it is unlikely that the mornentu.rn,,production ,, 
+ . 

angle of the K vrill allm-r any confusion vri th simple associated pro-
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duction. Tlle ms.gni t,J_de of the K + momenturl l·ras found from. its range 

in a range telescope made chiefly of copper, vrater, and plastic 

scintillator, 'l·rhile the magnitude of the 1L momentum 'I·TaS measure(!_ in 

a magnetic spectrometer. Spark chambers recorded the particle· tra-

jectori.es. From k1L ~nd ~ the mass of the u...n.seen L.:- 1-ras calculated 

from the formula 

M = r::·2·- ~;-2- = r;;-:--;-=--;-)2·~---(~~~ ii? 
L.: ~~ l'JL: L.: · \j ' rc · p · K --K rc (18) 

- + where Ere and EK are total energies of the 1L and K , respectively, 

and m is the mass of the proton. If the event 1-ras from a free 
p 

proton the missing mass of the unseen particle would be 1197.2 - ... · the 

mass of the }_::- , but if it vras from a ·bound proton, the Fe:'hni 

momentum would usually make the missing mass some other value. Of 

course some of the quasi-elastic events exactly simulate events from 

free protons, an.d this backgrmmd was measured by means of' a dummy 

target similar to the crystal target but lacking free hydrogen. With 

the exception of hydrogen the durmny target vras made of' elements of 

approximately the same atomic number and mixed in the same proportion 

as the crystal target. Both targets were of' the same weight, but the 

dur~~~ target was 1/3 larger in volume. 

B. Experimental A:pparatus 

1. Beam 

The beam transport system, shmm in Figure 1, was designed to 

deliver either a rc 
+ . 

beam or a separated rc beam. The beam 'l·ras tuned 

for negatively charged particles during the course of' this experiment, 

and. the separator vras not used since its purpose ,,ras to remove the 

!f'. ,, 

~-
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Fig. ·L Schematic diagram of the beam transport system. Polarity of the q_uach'upoles was 
arranged so that Ql, Q3, Q5, Q6: Q9, nnd Qll caused the beam to convcxgc ho::ci
zont.2lly while Q2 , Q4, Q7, and Q1o caused it to di vc:q<;e ho:rizontally. Q,s 'tlas 
not activated. 
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J.a:tge contamhw.t:.ion of protons present 11hen the beam -.;.;as tuned f.or 

posi ti vcly charged particles. The final ima.ge size 1-ras about 1.1 inch 

vertically by 1.3 inch horizontally (F'HEJv1). i·Tire-orbi ts 1-Tere used to 

find the value of the current set in each ma.gnet expect for magnets 

~' Q2 , Q
3

, and M
1 

1-rhere the currents 1-rere set empirically to obtain 

the maximum flux of 1(- mesons on the polarized target. . F'or each 

event the momentum of the 1L 1-TaS obtained from its bending angle 

through M4 as measured by spark chambers B
1 

through B4 positioned 

before and after M4. In order to improve the precision of the momentum 

measurement, magnet 1-14 was shimmed to make the integral of magnetic 

flux over particle trajectories (~ Bd£) more uniform. The error in 

measuring the momentum due to. variation of J Bd£ 1-1as of the order 

± 0.25%· Momentum spread of the beam was Reasured at ± 1.5%. Limits 

on the accuracy 1-1ith which-tracks in the beam spark chambers could 

be measured as ·vrell as spatial variation of the magnetic field of 

M4 placed a limit estimated at ± 0.6% on the accuracy 1-1i th r,.rhich the 

relative momentum could be measured for each particle, but this was 

adequate for checking the momentum spread of the beam and later re-

constructing each event kinematically. Typical beam rates were of 

the order of 105 "- per Bevatron pulse 1-ath a spill of 300 msec. The 

momentuni of the beam at the center of the polarized target was 1145 

MeV/c •. 

2. Polarized Target 
. . 142 

The polarized target us.ed in this experiment ~-Tas made of Nd 

.· 
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the \·rater of hydration were polarized by the method of dynawic nuclear 

. t ~. 11 or:t.en R'v:t.on. '.I'his method first polarizes "electrons" of the ·rdl42 
1\ 

ions by the application of a large magnetic field ·Hhile the crystals 

are held at liquid helium temperatvxes; then the polarization is trans-

ferred from the electrons· to the protons by saturat:i.ng forbidden micro-

wave transitions. 
. • 12-14 

Targets of this type have been dlscussed elsewhere · 

and only a few of the specifications of this target are quoted here. 

The four crystals used fonned approximately a one-inch cube of weight 

19.2 gms, and were cooled to a temperature of 1.2°K in a magnetic field 

of 18.4 kilogauss.· The micro~-rave frequencies applied to polarize the 

protons at this magnetic field are in the neighborhood of 71 GHz, and 

the protons can be polarized either along the production plane or against 

it by 0.2ojo changes in the m:i.crovrave frequency. By convention) the terms 

positive or negative enhancement are used to describe the condition of 

the target in which more protons are in the higher or lo..,.rer of the two 
.caused 

energy states.by the interactions of the proton's magnetic moment with 
I, . 

the externally applied magnetic field. Because the magnetic field is 

··along the production-plane normal, negative enhancement ·corresponds 

to positive proton polarization. i~e. protons polarized along 
A 

n 

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques were used to measure the 

target polarization. Roughly speaking, the size of the 1~ffi signal is 

a measure of the target polarization and absolute calibration is 

accomplished with so-called thermal equilibrium ('I'E) signals--JilNR 

signals, obtained from the target with the microwaves turned off and 
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f'or 1.,rhich the degree of polarization j_s calculable from the temperature 

of' the crystals and the strength of' the polarizing magnetic.f'ielcl. DU.r-

ing the co1.1.rse of the experiment the sign of' target polarization was 

changed app:coximately every tvo hours and the :r-JJ:.ffi detection system 1-ras 

calibrated every three days to avoid false asymmetries caused by long-

term changeo in the efficiency of any of the_ experimental apparatus. 

The average value of the target polarization over all data runs was 

found to be 0.37 ± 0.04 f'or positive enhancement and 0.38 ± 0.04 for 

negative enhancement. In other experiments under similar operating 

conditions the target polarization has of'ten averaged as high as 0.48, 

however it has not been possible to demonstrate that measurements of 

the target polarization in this experiment are in error. The assigned 

error in target polarization is a systematic error due to variation of 

the tuning and sensitivity of' the NMR equipment, and inaccuracy in 

measuring the crystal temperature while taking TE signals. 

3. K Meson Detector 

a. Method of Operation 

The arrangement of' the spark chambers and COQ~ters used to 

detect K+ mesons is shmm in Fig. 2 and details of their construe-

tion are given_ in Tables I and II. The beam of ~ mesons passed 

through counter s_l and D , and through a hole in anti-counter A1 

which vetoed events in which the pion missed the target •. Counter D 

.WdS connected to a circuit (D ) which vetoed events in which two c 

particles arrived in a period of' 0.45 ~sec in order to decrease the 

-~ . 



Te.ble I. De·t;e.:Lls of Covnters --------·-------- ---

i ' -t. 

Counter Dimensions 
-.~"" 

. s1 3 1/2" diam 1/l~" thick 

s3 11" X 11 11 
X J./2" 

' A1 16 11 
X 3 1/2 11 

X 3/lt" with 
1 1/2" diam hoie 

A2 10" X 2 1/2" x 1/2" 

D 5" dtam 1/l~" thick 

cl . 12 1/8" X 12 1/8" X 2 3/8" 

c2 12 1/8" X 12 1/8" X 2 3/8" 

T 11~ 1/2" X 12 1/2" X 1lt 1/2" 
'. 

~'1-f.B 16 3/8" X 1_6 3/8" X 3/8" 

1-f.L'~ 18 3/lt" X 16 3/8" X 3/8" 

s2 10" X 10" X 1/2'.' 

-13-

Photomul tiplj.ers 

6810A 

726lt 

68J.OA 

Six 6655A' s 

Six 6655A' s 

Four 58AVP' s 

7850 

7850 

C70101 

.. 

Rema.rks: 

Wavelength shifter added 

Wavelength shifter added 

. Lined with M €!) 



Chamber 

B1 ,B2 ,ByB4 

B5 

- Kl 

K2 

K~ 

Kl~ 

MUT MUB 

MUL MUR 

~ ~.. '' 

Table II Details of Spark Chamber Construction 

Dimensions Ga~s Plate Thickness 

8" X 8" X 211 Eight 1/4" 2 mil Al. 

2" X 1t" X t" T\·lO 1/411 1 

Front face 9" x 3" T·,:el ve 1/4" 1 

Back Face 9" X 1t11 

Tnickness 3" 0 

7" X. 7" X lt'' Six 1/4" 2 

10" X 1011 X J.tt 2 Six 1/411 2 

14" X 12" X 3" Eight 3/8" 2 

14 1/4" X 14" X 3" Eight 3/8" 2 

16 1/4" X 14" X 3ir Eight 3/8" - 2 

Remarks 

T-vm durn .. rny gaps 

TvlO durr.my gaps 

All chambers filled 
with 90% Ne, 10% He 

•" ..::..C., ·-·~ 

1 
!-' .. r::-
' 
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85 . 

. A, I K, 

Polarized 
target 
magnet 

---------g, 'i -'i" ~I ---~~~-

Torqet 

I ft 

Elevation diagram of the counter and spark chamber 
arrangement. 
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number of double tracks in the beam spa-rk chambers. This device ".-Ias 

operating for only about half of the experiment. On the av~rage, D c 

vetoed 950 of the total number of events. 1-rhich 1-rou.ld have been recOl'ded 

if this c:i..rcui t 1-rere absent. K+ mesons produced in the target passed 

thro·ugh sciritillators 8
2 

and 8
3 

·, through water-filled Cerenkov coun-

v 
ters c1 and c2 , and stopped in the large water-filled Cerenkov 

v 
counter T • The Cercnkov threshold for water is 13. = 0. 75. so the 

mesons did not trigger anti-counters c
1 

and 

c2 , but elastically scattered 3!-(13 rv 0.99) and pr.otons (0.81 :5 13 :5 0.83) 

did. The 1.33-inch copper block degraded the momentum of the mesons 

so that they vrould stop in T • Once in T , a 
+ . . 

K meson decaying by 

either K3!2 or decay produced a charged particle with 13 high 

enough to trigger T If the particle passed through a side of T 

covered by one of the four ~ counters it would also trigger a ~ counter. 

The T signal and the sum of the ~ counter signals (~ ) were put sum 

into a coincidence circuit whose output was in turn put into the master 

tri.gger coincidence circuit which triggered the spark chambers. Output 

signals from the T-~ -coincidence sum were timed into the master trigger 

s9 that the ~- and T counters.would have to give signals delayed by 

6 nsec from a "prompt" signal to generate a master trigger. This wou~d 

further favor triggering on K+ mesons because they decay vrith a 12 nsec 

lifetime. ·The vridth of the gate for the T-~ -coincidence 1-ras 50 ns~c · sum 

so that this si.gnal had to fall within an interval betvreen 6 and 56 nsec 

after a prompt signal from counters and Veto-counter 
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A
2 

prevented triggering on events in Hhich the:C'e 1-ras an unscattered 

beam part:Lclc ancl therefore helped eliminate acd.dentals. The master 

trigger can thus be 1·r.ri tten as 

Once triggered, the spark chambers Bl through B5 recorded the 1! 

trajectory, spark chambers K 1 
through K4 recorded the K+ trajec-

tory, while the 1-l chambers recorded the trajectory of the K+ decay 

products. Signals of ind:l vidual 1-l counters and of 1-lsum , as well as 

of counters c
1 

, c2 , T , s
1 

, s
3 

, and A
2 

were photographed on a 

four-beam oscilloscope. The delay time on these pictUres betvreen any 

1-l counter signal and the s
3 

signal was later used as an additional 

check of the experiment since a plot of the number of events with any 

delay versus the delay time should show an exponential decay'curve 

consistent wlth the K+ lifetime. 

b. Efficiency of Operation 

Overall the K detector discriminated very effectively against 

:rc mesons. Efficiency of the counters c
1 

and c2 alone for elimin-
' 

ating n mesons was measured at 99.5% without the added discrimination 

of the delayed signal from counters T and 1-l • Discrimination against 

protons was poorer. The problem was that elastically sc.attered protons 

from the target had ~ ~ 0.83 which was close enough to the Cerenkov 

threshold for a significant number of them to slip by c
1 

and c2 

vTi thout registering but giving a small. signal in T The required 

signal from the 1-l co1.mters vrould also be present if the particle scattered 
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out of '.I' or :Lf it passed out through the bad:. of T 
v 

causing Cel'ei.L.'l<ov 

light in the 1-L counter light pipes. These light pipes covered 1/4 of 

the back of counter T • Either sleuing of the T discriminator for 

small pu~ses or an accidental coincidence of hi'O particles •·rlth the 

later one triggering.the 1-L counters would delay the T-I-L-coincidence 

by the requ:tred 6 nsec ,c 

These_general conclusions concerning the K detector efficiency 

can be supported by evidence obtained from analysis of the spark cham-

ber pictures and from the distribution in the time delay betveen the 

and 1-LSl..illl signals photographed on the 4-beam scope. Inspection 

of the total of all scope pictures taken with the crystal target in 

place shm·Ted a 1-L counter time distribution uhich could be roughly 

fit by a prompt peak containing 58% of the events, a background uni-

formly distributed in time containing 28% of the events, and an exponen

tial decay curve with a K+ lifetime containing 14% of the events. 

The flat bad:ground is the sort of time distribution expected from 

acd.dentals, and when the spark chamber picttrres were inspected, 

about 1/Lt. of them did have two or more tracks in the K chambers. 

Over half of the events in the prompt peak also had very small 1-L 

counter pulses and blank Mu spark chambers as they would if they 

were caused by particles which ivent out the back of counter T and · 
v . 

triggered the counters by CerePLOV light in the light pipes. Tnere is 

some .uncertainty about the exact mechanismwhich caused the 1-Lsl..illl 

s:!.gnal to appear prompt on the scope pictures but the 1-L -Tsum 

J->·· 

• 
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coincidsnce signal to "be dele,yed into the m:tster trigger "by the req_u:Lred 

· 6 nsec. Part of the ansver could "be sJ.euing of the T cl:Lsc:::-ind.nator for 

the small sj_gnals made "by :protons vhose velocity vras only a little over 

\..-

the Cerenkov threshold. I~hny of the T counter sisnals for these prompt 

events 1-rere much smalier than average. 

' Of all the pictures taJ;:en, only 1/lt 1-rere measurable since the re-

maindcr usually had 2 or more tracks in the K chambers or lacked Mu 

chamber tracks. The large number of pictures lacking Mu chamber tracks 

(1/2 of the total pictures taken) is explained "by particles going out 

the "back of counter T and triggering the ·11 counters "by Cerenkov light 

in the light :pipes, and by the fact that the 11 counters '"ere 35% larger 

than the Mu spark chambers. For the spark chamber :pictures Hhich were 

meastrred, particles which entered the K telescope cou.ld be identified 

by type from their bending in the magnetic field of the :polarized tar

get. This is so "because of K+ has half the momentt~ of an elastically 

scattered 1r or proton, and protons can "be distinguished from 1r 

by the direction of curvature. This method showed that very few 1! 

triggered the apparatus compared to the number of :protons. For the 

measurable events 41% of the triggers were caused by K+ , 7% by 1! J 

and 25% "by protons. It was not :possible to identify 27% of the events 

and these events were probably caused by confusion of two different 

particles i'n different spark chambers or by the production of an extra 

particle in the final state which changed the momentum of the particle 

detected in the K telescope from that expected from either elastic 
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scattering or from reaction (l). The time c'Ustrioution for the measured 

events could be ,adeq_uately explained by a prompt peak containing 40% of 

the events, a·flat background containing 22'/o of the events, and an exponen~ 

tial decay curve vith.about 12 nsec lifetime containing 38% of the events. 

Resu~ts of t.he kinematic reconstruction are in reasonable agreement 1rrth 

the timing information if the . +, K s are paired vrith events under the 

12 nsec lifetime curve, the rc and protons as vrell .as 1/4 cif the uniclen-

tified particles are paired with prompts, and the rest of the unidenti-

fied particles are paired vdth the flat background in the timing distri-

bution. 

4. Photography 

Two.views in 90° stere~ were collected from each spark chamber and 

brought to a 36 X .54 inch array of mirrors which was photographed at 

f/8 • .5 on Tri-X film. The distance of all the images was arranged to be 

31.6 feet. The format of the spark chambers on each picture (Fig. 3) 

req_uires some comment. Because of space limitations betvreen the pole 

tips of the polarized target, it was not feasible to place a single 

mirror on one side of either the K
1 

or the B.5 chambers to obtain 

the side view.. Side views vrere obtained by extending alternate gaps-
( 

on alternate sides of the chambers and beveling each ga~ frame to a 
I 

4.5° angle so that light would be reflected through 90° into a direction 

perpendicular to the chamber plates. The shape of the K
1 

chamber \vas 

tapered to prevent each gap from blocking the view of the one behind it. 

The :S
5 

had only 2 gaps so tapering vTas not necessary. This is the 
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reason for· the ti-ro s1de viei·TS of B
5 

and K
1 

J one for even m:nnbered 

gaps and one for _odd_, and for the shrinking of the vidth of these 

chambers by a factor of 4 in the· side views. Fiducial lights whose 

position in real space vras carefully surveyed are sho'tm at tvo corners 

of each vie1.r _, and binary lights in the blank space shovm in the lovrer 

right hand corner of F}.g. (3) gave the roll and frame numbers .. The 

four beam scope ·vas photographed ~ori th a Dru.\1ond oscilloscope camera 

on Tri-X film and roll and frame nmnbers ~orere also recorded (in binary) 

on each frame. 

I· 

.. 
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III. DM'A ANALYSIS 

To avoid scanni.ng bias, scanning cri t.eria vrere made· wiry loose and 

all film was scannec1 tvrice, each time by a different scanner. A.ll events 

found by either scanner vrere measured and events >-rhich cou~d not have 

been + K 's were eliminated by the computer analysis. Each picture accep-

ted for measu-ring was reg_uired to have the following g_ualities: 

(a) 

(b) 

Each spark c0amber track had a mimimun of 2 gaps firing. 

Each vie1v of the chambers had only 

. one new track but fainter tracks were permitted to be 

present. 

(c) Multiple tracks were allowed in chambers Bl through 

B
5 

, the Mu chambers, and in chamber K1 . 

Events >-Jere allowed to have multiple tracks in the Kl chamber 

because the magnetic field of the polarized target prevented removal 

of old tracks by the clearing ·field (200 V/inch). Ions drifted parallel 

to the chamber plates in the direction 
A A 

E X B rather than toward the 

plates so that at least one old'track was often present. Even neglect-

the effect of collsions, the ion.drift velocity was calculated to be 

only 0.4 cm/~sec under the influence of the clearing field ancl the 

polarized target magnetic field. Freg_uently there Here more tracks 

in the chamber than it could support, so that all tracks were dj.scon-

tinuous. The spli ttj_ng of the side views of Kl ·into tvro vievrs, one 

for even ancl one for odd numbered gaps, added to the confusion and 
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tr..eas'Lrrement 1-1as sometimes impossible. Events I·Tere not rejected ,.;hen 

"the I( 
1 

chamber 1-ras unmeasurable. Multiple tracks were alloved in 

the Mu chamber:s because .the decay chain 

+ + 0 K -..rc +rc 

'~' 
(branching ratio 0.21) 

+ y 

wou~d give two or three tracks as one or both of the gamnu rays 

converted in T • 

Since the entire beam passed throu~h the chambers B
1 

through 

B
5 

, these chambers were also alloHed to have more than one track. 

In chambers B
1 

through B4 , Mu
1 

through Mv.4 , and chamber K
1 

positions'of up to three tracks were recorded in each, but only the 

single new track 1-ras recorded in K2 , K
3 

, and K4 . Out ·of 6122 

pictures taken as data withthe crystal target or dummy target in 

place 1503 were measured. ExarDination of the final sample of K+ 

events indicated that scanning criteria could have been profitably 

tightened. For these events the majority of gaps in each chamber 

had fired rather than the minimal two gaps and 85% of the time the 

beam chambers contained a single track per view. 

B. Kinematical Reconstruction 

Each event was reconstructed by an IEM 7094 computer program 

1-rhich systematically checked each track against kinematics for the 

desired reaction. The calculation proceeded in the following manner: 

The point of intersection of tracks in a Mu chamber and K4 chamber 

•• 
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'.-las fOtmd and the momentum of the pa,rticle· stopping in co1.mter T 

vras calculated from its ra.nge assuming it l·ras a K+ In the case 

of m1.1~ti1)le tracks in the Mu chambers, the one most nearly inter

secting the K4 track vas chosen. Using the momentum of the "K+" 

meson and the track posit:i.or:s in the and chambers the 

particle trajectory vras traced back through the magnetic field of 

the polarized target. If the ~qrticle vas not a K+ meson but a 

proton or n- meson elastically scattered out of the target and 

then scattered out of counter T , the real momentum vou~d be about 

tvice vhat it vrould be for a K+ • In the .case of protons, the trajec

tory i'lill still be convex viewed from belov as it is for a K+ , but 

the trajectory will be flatter. Tracing a proton back to the target 

pretending it vas a K+ will make the trajectory fail to meet the 

incoming n- by about 1 inch. Elastically scattered n- have to 

be scattered up1mrd in order to enter the K detector, and the magnetic 

field makes their trajectories concave vievred from belov. Tracing 

back the trajectory using the same procedure as for the protons pro-

duces a trajectory almost 3 inches above the incoming n- at the 

target. These three kinds of events are easily separated and the 

background due to very inelastic processes is low. All events except 

those in the K+ group, vrere discarded. In the case of multiple tracks 

in chambers B
1 

t:b..rough B4 , over half the time the correct track 

could be chosen by seeing hov close the projection of the track to 

the target came to the trajectory traced back from the K telescope. 
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The type of particle could then be identified in the manner cliscussed 

above. In those cases uhere the correct beam track could not.be picked 
?<-

out the event 1vas discarded. The production angle eK was also found 

-> from the + K and rr trajectories. Using the quanti ties k and k. 
rr .K 

the mass of the unseen .E- was calculated as described in Section II-A. 

Several additional cut offs were applied to obtain a cleaner sample 

of events from unbound protons. In order to increase the resolution 

in missing mass the distance between the path of each '\J.+ meson" leav-' 

ing counter T and the path of the + K meson entering T was required 

to be less than 1.4 inch at the point of closest approach, and the angle 

between K+ and + 
1-1 tracks was restricted to the interval 30° to 1506 . 

To eliminate events not originating from the target crystals, each rr 

meson .was obliged to pass through a 1.5 inch square centered on the 

target crystals. Although the K
1 

chamber was not used, it 1-ras compared 

at this point 1-ri th the predictions of the K2 and chambers. In 

the usual case of multiple tracks in K
1 

, choice vas made on the basis 

of how well they agreed with the .angles predicted from the particle 

trajectory in chambers and For 85% of the events of the 

final K+ sample, the scattering angle measured in the K
1 

chamber 

agreed with :t;he angle predicted from the and chamber to with-

in ± 0.5° . Also in 85% of the events the predicted and measu_red 

.trajectories in Kl came within 0.35 inch of intersecting. The quality 

of tracks in the Kl chamber was clearly better than average for the 

final sample of K+ events. 

: 
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C. Res1.JJ_ts 

Figure 4 shovrs the distrrbu:tions in missing mass for the final 

+ sample of K events. The unshaded histogram contains positive and 

negative target polarization data added together and the shaded. histo-

gram contains the dummy target data, In order to normalize the drunmy 

target distribution to the polarized target dj_stribution according to 
' . . 

the number of incident ~ mesons, the dtumny target data have been 

mRltiplied by a factor 4.2. This is the ratio of the nt~ber of inci-

dent ~ for polarized target data to the number of incident ~ for 

dummy target data. As has been mentioned, the dummy target had the 

same mass of heavy elements as the polarized target but had a slightly 

lower density. The effect of this difference in density is neglected 

in normalizing the dummy target c1ata and in calculating the .L: polari-

zation, but will be more fully discussed later. The smooth curve is a 

Monte Carlo calcU.lation of the missing mass distribution for the crystal 

target normalized to the actual nmaber of events, vhile the dashed lines 

· show what part is due to quasi-elastic events. Included in the Monte 

Carlo calculation is the estj_mated resolution of the experiment in 

missing mass which is taken as a Gaussian with cr = 6 MeV • Resolution 

in missing rnass is calculated from the effect of Coulomb scattering 

in counter T on ~ J and the effect of Coulomb scattering in the 

polarized target and of inaccuracy in measuring spark chamber tracks 

-+ 
on k 

~ 

-+ 
and_ ~ • Events in the mass intervai ll81J. < missing mass :5 1210 MeV 

will be taken to be in the "elastic" peak,.vrhich means that 2 standard 
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Fig. h. Missing mass for dummy target (shaded) a:nd crystal 
target data normalized to the :rr- flux. 2.'he smooth 
continuous curve is a Monte Carlo calculation of the 
crystal target data, and the smooth dashed curve shovrs 
vrhat part is due to events from protons bound in heavy 
elements of the target. Horrr..alization of the Monte 
Carlo calculation is to the nt®ber of events in the 
crystal target data. The calculated resol<.ltion :i.n 
missing mass is illustrated by an interval ;-rhich 
should contain 68% of the events from free hy.J.:cogen 
:i.n the crystal target. 
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devi.ations are taken on each side of t'b..e mass of the 2;- , assuming 

a 6 MeV resolution. After subtracting the dummy target distribution 

(representing events· from bou..nd protons) from the crystal target 

data, there is a totevl of 72 events from free hydrogen. From considera-

tions of productj_on cross section, the useful solid angle subtented by 

·counter T , and the probability that a K+ w1.11 decay in counter T 

with decay products passing through one of the Mu spark chambers, a 

total of 81 events from free protons in the target is expected. 

Rejection of events because of too many tracks in the spark chambers 

and because of inefficiency of spark chambers and pounters will further 

reduce this nunber, but the reduction is not expected to be very large. 

It should be remembered that the production cross section is only knovm. 

to about 10%, and that because of the large background subtraction the 

statistical error on the 72 events.is ±19. Agreement of the nunber of 

events expected with the nunber of events found can be considered to be 

satisfactory. The angular distribution in the center of mass of these 

':{'£!. elastic events was found by subtracting _the normalized dummy target 

distribution from the polarized target distribution. This distrj_bution 

of elastic,. events is shovm in Fig. 5 along with the shape of the differ-

ential cross section for reaction (1) normalized to the. number of events. 

Cross section measurements at 112515 and 117016 MeV/c were interpolated 

* to find the shape. As shown in this graph, e2;~· is measured from the 

direction of the incoming n-- , and the data of this experiment measured 

the polarization betvreen center-of-mass angles 134° and 166°. 
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+ . 
Angular distrib~tion of K produced from U.YlbOU.Yld protons. 
The sample of K events produced from unbmmd protons was 
obtained by subtracting properly normalized dvntmy target 
data from the polarized target data in the missing mass 
interval 1184 < wissing me.ss < 1210 MeV. The differen;_ 
tial cross section normalized-to the number of events 
is plotted for comparison. 
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+ The decay time of all K events from the polarized target and 

dummy target is plottecl in Fig •. 6 and is seen to compare very ivell 

vlith the K+ meson 11.fetime of 12.3 nsec. Figure 7 shOivS the miss-

ing.mass plotted sep.-:J.rately for positive and negative target polari-

zation along vd.th the normalized dummy target data. The reason for 

the apparent shift of 6 MeV between positive and negative enhance-

n1ent data is not understood. There appears to be no systematic differ-

ence bet1·reen the tvro sets of data except the missing mass shift and the 

difference may well be a statistical fluctuation. Normalization of the 

dummy target data to both the positive and negative enhancement data 

vras done with the same normalizatio; factor (2.1) since the number of 

incident rc- vras about the same for both cases. The number of rc 

mesons incident on the target vras 2.5 X. 109 for positive enhancement 

(M +) , 2.46 X 109 for negative enhancement (M-) , and 1.2 x 109 for 

dUmmy target (~) • 

Calculation of the I:- polarization is now straightfonrard. The 

quantities 

I+ N+ NB 
=- -~ ) 

M+ 
(19) 

and 

N - NB 
I - =-

-~ M- (20) 

are substituted j_n Eq. (17). Here N+ , N- , and r-fB are the nu..rn.ber 

~f events in the selected missing mass internal for positive target 

polarization (i.e., negative enhancement), negative target polarization, 
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pj_g. 7• Mtssing mass plotted separately for posttive 'and 
negative enhancement. Shaded hist0gre.ms indicate 
dummy target data and all histograms are· normalized 
to the ~- flux. Top graph corresponds t0 p0siti·;;e 
enhancement 1 i.e. 1 negative p0larization of the E-. 
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and cllmmzy target. Each M is the corresponding flux of pions on the 

tare;et. Using N+ = 75. J N- = 61~ J JiB = 16 J and . PT = 37.5 as the 

average target pola;r·ization gives the E- polarization, 

(21) 

Statistical error in the polarization amoun.ts to. ±O.l~lJ but in 

addition there are two principle sources of systematic errors. The 

10% error in measuring target polarization has already been discussed·. 

The other systematic error comes about from the manner in which the 

dummy target background is normalized to the crystal target data. 

Because the dummy target is only 0. 75 as dense as the crystals J fevrer 

events occur per unit area with a given incident flux of ~ mesons. 

ButJ because the dummy target is larger it intercepts more of the beamJ 

which tends to e~ualize production rates of events from bound protons 

in dummy and crystal targets. What is usually done to get the correct 

no11nalization is to take the shape of.the dummy target data and norw~

lize it to the ~uasi-elastic tails of the crystal data in whatever 

manner it is plotted. In this experiment the number of events in the 

inelastic tails of the dummy target is only 20 events which is too 

small to be useful. .~other possibility would be to ignore the dummy 

target data and use the Monte Carlo calculation to estimate the ~nasi

elastic background. Agreement of the flux-normalized backgrotLYJ.d 'irith 

the Monte Carlo calculated backgrotuld is certainly encouraging} but 

there are large uncertainties in the calculation too as a result of 

the over-simpiified nuclear model used. The procedure finally adopted 

t5 . 
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1-1e.s to ce,lcuJ.e,te the polarization as if the flux-normalization uas cor

rect but increase the error to take account of the possibility of an 

incorrect normalj_zation. The assumption that the number of events in 

the background normalized by ~- flux should be increased by 1/3 

(vrhich is the maximum correction), yields P.E- == -0.50 with an error 

of ±0.59. The final ~ystematic error in normalization is reasonably 

taken as 0. 2 which 1-1hen combined with the other errors, all taken in 

quadrature, yields . .6P.E_ == ±0,.~6 • 

'· 



IV. DISCUSSION OF RESTJLTS 

The limi teo. statistical accu.racy of this experiment· prevents us 

·from making any.str'ong statement concerning .E polarization. It rrk~Y 

be vrorthlvhile, ho1-rever, to discuss in niore detail thor;;e areas of inves-

tigation 1vhich could benefit by even a poor measu.rement of the .E 

polarization and to point out the significance of this experiment to 

these areas. 

In the Introduction, it was mentioned that .E- polarization had 

some significance in experiments measu.ring the decay parameters of the 

.E- • Cabibbo17 has suggested a theory based on SU(.3) which predicts 

that .E- beta decay'.has the form V + 0.65A ·, wh~re V and A stand 

for the vector and axial-vector hadron currents coupled to the lepton 

currents in the usual current-current interaction. ·A V-A theory 

gives a decay electron distribution from polarized .E- w·hich is almost 

isotropic, while a V+ 0.65A theory would give an electron distribu-

tion in 1vhich the electron usually goes in a direction opposite to the 

- 18 1 spin of the .E ·• Extensions of Cabbibo s theory by Pakvasa and 

Rosen19 and by Brene et a1. 20 also predict that the electron tends 

to go in a direction opposite the .E- spin. Measurement of a large 

electron asymmetry would be a decisive proof against a V-A interaction, 

but the absence of any asymmetry would prove nothing unless the .E-

polarization were known to be large. The information that measurement 

of the electron as~r@ety,yields is the product of the polarization and 

a function of the parameters characterizing the decay. In order to 

··~. . 
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f:i.nd t:i'.e Ye.h~e of this function of the decay parameters) either .the 

L:- pole.riz.s.tion must be 1-';:.nmm, or else the absolute value of the 

L:- polarize.tion and.of this function of the decay parameters n1ust 

both be near maxim1un, i.e. the electron as~nmetry must be near maxi-

mu~. This measurement of L:- polarization would be more useful in 

investigating L:- beta decay if it·possessed greater statistical 

accu.racy 1 but at least it does suggest that the polari2.ation may be 

apprecie.ble at 1145 tiJ.eV/c and is more likely negative than positive. 

The relation of L:- ·polarization to the decay parameters in 

L:- ~ 1!- + n requires some discussion of these parameters. If the 

transition matrix is written in the form 

M=A+AP ·k s p L:- p 

the dece.y pare.meters can be defined as 21 

and 

* 2 Re A A 
= ---=--s _ ___.,P~ 

lA 1
2 

+ lA 1
2 

s p 

-x-
2 Im A 

s A 
p 

(22) 

(23)· 

(24) 

There is some variation in the conventions used in defining ex ; 13 , 

and r _ , and the definitions are not ahrays consistent. For example, 

if k is used instead of k or -A j_s substituted for A in 
1{ p p p 



·the definition of M J a minus sign must be inserted· in the definition 

of a if it is to have the same algebraic sign. The substHution of 

-A for A is usually not explicit but occu.Ys ~<rhen the final state. 
p p 

is expressed as the sum of s- and p- \rctves but the density matrix 

formalism is not used. An advantage of the convention used here is 

that there is no minus sign relating the neutron helicity with the 

parameter a in Eq. (26) J but much of the literature has the oppo-

site sign. 

'rhe angular distribution of the decay neutron is given· by 

(25) 

and the components of neutron polarization are given by 

~ k a_ + PI:- . 
(ak} 

n (k ) = - k n n 1 + a_PI:- . 
n 

(26) 

and 

. k 
(28) 

n 

It should be remarked that the effects of final state interactions have 

been ignored in defining these components of neutron polarization. In· 
-: 

this case these effects of final state interactions can be subtracted .'\. ' . 

. out from knowledge of the.pion-nucleon phase shifts. The parameter 
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has been founcl to be very small 22 (a_ = -0.017 ± 0.042) , a 

fact which is responsible for the lack of directional asymmetry in 

the decay ~ ~ n + ~- To measure a , Eg_. (25) 1vas used with 

polarized .z:- obtained .in the reaction K- + P ~ ~- + ~+ in the 
·)(-

region of the Y
0 

(1520) . Polarization of the ~- ·is not directly 

obseryable but can be obtained from phase shift studies of the reac-

+ 
tions K- + P -~ ~- + ~:r • Time reversal demands that A s 

and A 
p 

be relatively real (again ignoring final state interactions) so that 

from Eg_. (22) and the vanishing of a 

to zero. 

, either A 
s 

or A 
p 

is close 

Several methods have been proposed to determine which one of 

them is close to zero. One method23-25 measures the pion speptra 

in the radiative decays ~± ~ 1 + n + ~± and invokes the 1 
& -- 2 

rule of vreak interactions to state that· if one decay is by s-vrave 

the other is by p-wave. Notice that this implies a "' 0 in one s 

decay and a 
p 

0 in the other so there is no decay asymmetry in 

either decay. H?vrever, differe~ces in the pion spectra of the tvro 

decays can be used to shOiv which is s-wave. This experiment has 

been performed by Bazinet ~1., and concludes that s-wave is prefer

red for ~- ~ n + ~ by 2.7 standard deviations. 26 The other methods 

makes use of the fact that the polarization of the decay neutron in 

+ + 
the decay processes ~- ..... n + ~ - is different for s-•.vave and p-;;.rave 

decays. For p-wave decay with the neutron momentum direction making 

an angle e with the hyperon spin, the neutron polarization is in 
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the pl.::.r:c= of and and at an angle 1ri th the hY}Jeron. spin. 

For s-".·rave the neutron is polarized in the direction 
--> 
p'f • 
. ~ 

This is 

eas.ily seen by substituting the appropriate va,lue of y in Eqs. (27) 

e.nd (23). Simu_ltaneously this method can measure the 2:: polarization 

but reqtlires significant polarization for its success. The results of 

the present experiment can be combined 1-ri th the results of Kofler, 27 

vrho investigated the reaction ;r- + P ~ 2::- + K+ at 1125 'MeV/r., but 

vras not able to extract both the 2::- polarization and the y_ · decay 

parameter because of poor statistics. However he Has able to construct 

likelihood functions for s- or p-wave decay given any value of the hY}Jer-

on polarization. Using the value of the polarization measured in this 

experiment and its associated error 1-rlth these likelihood functions 

favors s-wave decay over p-vrave decay by odds of 3 to 1. Berley et a1.
28 

have measured the polarization of the neutron in the decay 

and conclude that the decay is p-vave rather than s-1·.rave by odds of 

2 x 104 .. to 1 . The 
1 

DI = 2 rule again predicts that 

is s-wave. 

As has also been :mentioned, 2::- po~.arization in reaction (1) can 

be used as a check of charge independence in the reactions (1), (4), 

and (5) • That relationships should· exist behreen the cross sections 

and polarizations in the three reactions is simply a result of having 

three reactions but only hro I-spin amplitudes. .Among other things 

charge independence shmrs29 the inequality I] 
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(29) . 

holds over a given angular region where P1 and P
5 

are average 

hyperon polarizations in reactions (1) ·and. (5) and w4 is the angle 

opposite the second side in the triangle ~( ~'CJ1 , ~2cr4 , ~cr5 ) . · The 

symbols D-1 , D-4 , and .o-
5 

stand for average cross sections for reacN 

tions (1), ( lJ.), and (5) over the given angular region. Charge indepen

dence also demands that the three quantities ~a1 , ~2a4 ·, and ~'CJ5 
satisfy a 'trigangle relation, i.e. that every sum of t-vro' of these 

quantities be greater than or equal to the third. If one of these· 

quantities exactly equals the sum of the remaining t-vro, the triangle 

is called flat; if one of these quantities is greater than the sum of 

the other two, the triangle fails to close and a violation of charge 

independence is indicated. It is easily proved that for a· flat tri

angle E1 = P
5 

but when the triangle moves very slightly from flat, 

the relationship is satisfied for a wide range of P1 for any given 

P
5 

; hence the inequalities are not of much value unless the triangle 

is flat. As a concrete example of the necessity of a flat triangle, 

consider a triangle with w4 = 180° and 

8 0 0 moves from 1 0 to 170 keeping are 

. 0 . 20 :5 p L:- :5 0 . 76 • 

Data do not exist to check the charge independence triangle at 

. 1145 MeV/c but the triangle has been constructed at 1125 MeV/c)O-)l 

and work is being done at 1170 MeV.c. 32-33 At 1125 MeV/c it appears 
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t:he.t tee. ~.:::iangle fails to close by over 2 standard deviations in the 

range ·1 $ cos Or,~-'* < -0.8 because tb.e sides .f.a
1 

. and .fa
5 

are too 

. 3h . 
short. ·. If charge independence is not violated in these angles, at 

least the triangle is very close to flat. Assvming the triangle is 

flat.and charge independence holds, n1akes the E-. polarization in 

reaction (1) equal to the E+ polarization in reaction ( 4) vrhich is 

knovm to be large and positive over 1L momenta near 1111-5 MeV/c.35 

But the polarization found in this experiment is negative so there is 

still a hint of a violation of charge independence for reactions (1), 

(4), and (5) even if the triangle closes. 

. : 
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V, IMPROVIJ'JG T1ill EXPERD\fEI'JT 

There are a number of -...rays in which the experiment couJ.d be improved 

if it vrere· to be repeated. Since most of the err.or is statistj_calJ onE; 

obvious reconnnendation is to collect more data. Hovrever J several minor 

modifications of the experimental apparatus could be made which 1vould 

make data analysis easier and the collection rate faster. The number 

of pictures taken of events which were not caused by 
+ . 

K 1 s J or which 

were not measurable should be reduced since they make scanning more 

difficult and reduce the data collection rate. There are several obvious 

ways of doing this. A veto-counter should be placed behind counter T to 

protect the~ counters' light pipes by vetoing events in which a particle 

went right through the entire apparatus. The ~ counters sho~ud be better 

matched to the Mu spark chambers so that every particle going through a 

counter goes through a spark chamber. vlhatever changes are necessary 

in the electronics should be made to prevent triggering on "prompt" 

events. One such change would be to widen the output pulse of the T 

discriminator to prevent it from setting the time of any coincidence. 

The whole apparatus shotud be enlarged or else several modules 

of the same size arranged so that polarization could be measured over 

a greater angular range. Counter T should be lengthened so that in 

the missing mass distribution more of the tails caused by events from 

bound protons could be seen for normalizing the dummy target backgro~~d 

subtraction •. The resolution in missing mas~ could be increased by about 

a- factor of 2 by increasing the distance between the spark chambers so 
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that krc and l)( could be measured 1-rith mor:e accu:racy. It i·rould a~lso 

· be helpful to reduce the number of muJ.tiple tracks in the chambers or 
' . 

else to make more complicated reconstruction programs to sort out the 

tracks. Some attempt was made to prevent double tracks in the spark 

chambers by vetoing events in which 2 pEtrticles arrived within 0. 45 11sec, 

but this period is evidently not long enou£h. Sparl\: chamber K ·· would 
1 

work better if j_t were "poisoned" J and the experimental arrangem.erit 

should be such that the beam misses the K chambers as much as possiblej 

in the present arrangement it went unnecessarily through the edge of 

chamber K2 • 

·· .... 

.. 

t) 
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